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Abstract

It has recently been shovn that rigorous upper bounds on scattering

lengths cBJi be obtained by adding to the Kohn variational expression cer-

tain Integrals involving approximate wave functions for each of the nega-

tive energy states. For potentials which vanish Identically beyond a cer-

tain point, it is possible to extend the method to positive energy scat-

tering; one obtains upper bounds on (- k cot T[) , where t| is the phase

shift. In addition to the negative energy states one must now take into

account a finite number of states with positive energies lying below the

8catteil.ng energy. The states in this associated energy eigenvalue prob-

lem are defined by the imposition of certain boundary conditions on the

vave functions. A second approach, involving an associated potential

strength eigenvalue problem, is also used. The second method includes

the first as a special case and, more significantly, can be extended to

scattering by compound systems. If some states are not accounted for, a

bound on cot tj is not obtained; nevertheless it is still possible to ob-

tain a rigorous lower bound on T). Upper bounds on tj may also be obtain-

ed, but in a way which is probably not too useful for many body scatter-

ing problems.
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1. IHTRODUCTION

A variational expression vMch provides a rigoroiia upper bovmd on

the scattering length has recently been obtained for the scattering of

one compoxmd system by another where only one channel is open and vhere

1-4
a finite number of composite bound states exist. The method consisted

of expressing the scattering length as a variational estimate plus an

error term which is of second order, and then bounding the error term.

This term is of the form / w(H - E )wdT, where H is the Hamlltonian,

E Is the sum of the unpertiirbed groxmd state energies of the two colli-
g

ding systems, and w is the difference between the exact and the trial

vave function, each appropriately normalized. It is first recognized

that if there are no composite bound states, the integral is non-negative,

1 2
I.e., one has a bound immediately. The extension to the case where

there are N composite bound states, represented by the functions with

eigenvalues E. , proceeds with the observation that the function

N

1=1

has no components with an energy less than E . It follows that the expec-

tation value of H - E with respect to the above function is non-negative.

Evaluating this expectation value, one then immediately finds that

|v(H - E^)wdx . g (E^ I E^) [/?^i(H - E^)x^,dx] (l.l)

vhere u Is the trial scattering function. Now of coiirse the are not
t i
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generally knovn. It proved to be possible, hovever, to show that the

bovmd Is rigorous even though the bound state functions employed In the

calculation are not exact solutions of the Schroedlnger equation; the

only reqvilrement, essentially. Is that they be sufficiently accurate to

give binding. If then one can find N orthonormal trial functions, ,

vhlch have the property that the N eigenvalues of the Hamiltonlan matrix

formed from them all lie belov E , the Inequality given by Eq. (l.l) re-

mains valid vhen the are replaced by the 0. .

.

1 Xw

It vould be extremely useful to generalize the above result to the

case for which the initial relative kinetic energy of the systems is

greater than zero. More precisely, ve seek bounds on tan t\, vhere t^ is

one of the phase shifts. (Actually, it will prove convenient as well as

\iseful to seek bounds on cot(r) - 0), where ^ 9 < jt.) For purposes of

simplicity, the present paper is confined to consideration of the zero

angular momentum scattering of a splnless particle by a short range cen-

tral potential. (The case of a short range central potential plus a

Coulomb potential will also be treated. See Sec. 2B.) As in the zero

energy case, many of the results are applicable to a wider class of prob-

lems, and in fact throughout the present paper stress is placed upon

those methods which do Indeed allow extensions. The wider class of

problems, which are always restricted to those for which only one channel

is open. Include the scattering of one system by another, with the effects

of the Paull principle taken fully into account . The results can also be

extended to the case of an arbitrary anguleir momentum. On the other hand,

in contrast to the zero energy case, the inclusion of tensor forces wovild

require a major modification . The origin of this difference is that the
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mixing parameter, the parameter vhlch characterizes the relative admix-

tures of states of different orbital angular momentum, vanishes In general

only at zero energy.

Henceforth, then, we restrict our attention to the one body problem,

for zero angular momentum. Since the Initial kinetic energy, to be de-

noted by E, Is greater than 0, there are nov an Infinite number of solu-

tions of the Hamlltonlan with energies less the energy of the system under

consideration, the N bound states and the continuum below E. If, however,

ve restrict ourselves to potentials which vanish Identically beyond r = R,

it will prove possible by the Imposition of appropriate boundary conditions,

to require the subtraction of only a finite number of states with energies

less than E. The problem Is then almost Identical In form with that at

zero energy.

The technique Involved utilizes a connection between the scattering

pi^blem at energy E for a potential, V(r), which cuts off beyond r = R and

the bound state problem for the potential V(r) for ^ r < R followed by

an Infinitely rep\il8lve potential for r ^ R. The spectrum of the bound

state problem Is of course discrete, and a boirnd on / w(H - E)wdr may be

obtained by peirformlng a subtraction that Involves the N negative energy

7
states and the finite niomber of positive energy elgenstates of the bound

state problem which lie below the energy E. This Is shown In Sees. 2 and 5-

The reduction of the positive energy problem to a form similar to

that of the zero energy problem previously studied has of course been

achieved only at a price, namely, the restriction on the potential. One

would expect, however, that In practice, for low energy scattering, R can

be chosen to be sufficiently large so that the neglect of the potential



tall vhlch exists beyond r = R gives rise to a negligible error in q; it

may be possible. In fact, to make reasonably reliable estimates of the

error Inciirred. Of course at higher scattering energies the labor involved

in the calculation is Increased, due to the larger number of states to be

8\ibtracted off, for R fixed. At higher scattering energies, therefore, one

vould have to strike a balance in the choice of R; it would have to be suf-

ficiently large so as to give reasonable accuracy, but not so large as to

unduly increase the necessary labor.

The results of Sees. 2 and 3 lead to a lover bound on t]. Two methods

of obtaining an upper boiind on t] are discussed in Sec. k.

The method of Sees. 2 and 3 involves the introduction of an associated

bound state energy eigenvalue problem. It is shown in Sec. 5 that a more

general result (which includes the above as a special case) can be obtain-

ed by the introduction of an associated eigenvalue problem in which the

eigenvalues are certain appropriate strengths of an auxiliary arbitrarily

chosen positive definite potential, p(r); this will be referred to as the

associated potential strength eigenvalue problem. The significant feature

of this alternate approach is not simply that its greater generality leads

to an Inrproved bovmd on cot(yi - 0) and on t^. Rather, it is that it makes

possible the extension of the determination of a bound on tj to the scat-

tering of one system by another, with the Pauli prtnciple fully accoimted

for ^ .

The technique of the associated potential strength eigenvalue problem

8,9
was Introduced into scattering theory some time ago by Kato, who obtain-

ed some rather striking results for zero angular momentum scattering by a

static central potential. He was able to get both bounds on cot(Ti - 0)>
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and he did not need to cut off the potentleil. The differences between the

present approach and that of the original work of Kato, for the one bound

that ve obtain, are however essential, both as matters of practice and of

principle, if results are to be obtained for compound systems. The matter

of practice is that we need only calculate matrix elements of H while the

2
Kato method requires the calculation of matrix elements of H ; the former

is difficult enough -vrtille the latter is all but impossible for even the

slurplest compoxind systems. The matter of principle is that the result de-

duced by Kato will be less accurate, for the same choice of trial scatter-

ing function, than the result obtained in Sec. 5«

2. UPPER BOUND ON COT(ti - O) USING ENERGY EIGENFUNCTIONS

A. Potentials which vanish identically beyond r = R

The scattering problem is defined by the differential equation

(H - E)u(r) = (- 1^ -^ + V(r) - ^ju(r) = 0,

with boundary conditions

u(0) =

u(r) = co8(kr + 9) + cot(Ti - 0)sin(kr +9), r * R.

The last result follows from the restriction, in line with the previous

dlsciisslon, to potentials V(r) which vanish identically for r > R.



We Introduce the trial function u (r) vMch satisfies

u^(0) - 0,

(2.1)

u^(r) » co8(kr + 9) + cot(Ti^- 0)sln(kr + e), r S R .

We then have the Identity

R

k cot(Ti - 9) x= k cot(Ti^- 9) + (t^/2n)
I

u^(H - E)u^dr

o
R

- (t^/2n)
I

v(H - E)vdr, (2.2)

o

vhere the difference function

v(r) = u^(r) - u(r),

has the properties

v(0) « 0,

v(r) = [cot(i]^- 9) - cot(T] - 9)]sln(kr + 9)^ r * R (2.5)

(H - E)u (r) » (H - E)w(r), for all r,

and where ve have made use of the fact that

(H - E)u^(r) = (H - E)v(r) =0, r > R.

The Identity Is due to Kato, but Is here specialized to the case of a cut-

off potential. The last term in Eq.. (2.2) is of second order; if dropped

ve remain with a one parameter family of variational principles. It is
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our present purpose, however, to boiind this term.

One procedxire for doing so is to adjust and R such that

kR + = (P + l)rt,

where P is an arbitrary non-negative integer . It then follows from

Eqs. (2.5) that w(r) vanishes at r = R as well as at r = 0. These bound-

ary conditions are precisely those that would be placed on an energy

eigenfunction for a particle in a spherical box, with a rigid wall at a

radius R, within which a potential may exist. The desired bound on

R

w(H - E)wdr

o

may then be obtained by considering the associated energy eigenvalue prob-

lem in which the potential Is V(r) for r < R and is + » for r > R. Sup-

pose this potential supports M states with energies below E. (These M

states Include N negative energy states.) Denote the normalized eigen-

functlons by 0. (r) with corresponding eigenvalues E . We now assume that

we have been able to find M trial functions 0. .
(r) with the properties

0it(O) = ?f,^(R) = 0,

(^It'^st) = ^is'
(^-^^

(^it'^^st^ = Vis' ^it<^'

where 1 and s each run from 1 through M. The bound on the error Integral

1b obtained in terms of these quantities in a manner which is formally

2
identical to that described previously for the zero energy case , and

we emit the details. Inserting the bound in Eq. (2.2), we find
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R

cot(T] - 0) ^ k cot(ii^- 0) + (t^/2^l) / u (H - E)u^dr

o

M / R \ 2

It may "be vorth. stressing that this bound is at the same time a

variational approximation, so that for reasonably good trial functions u,

fiii<i ^4 + > °^^ vould expect the bound obtained to be q\ilte close to the true

value. Further, the form of the trial functions as well as the choice of

the variational parameters vhich appear in them may be chosen according

to an optimum procedure, namely, one vhich minimizes the right hand side

of the Inequality, Eq. (2.5), subject to the requirements stated in Eqs.

(2.1) and {2,k) . Finally, as noted earlier, ve must evaluate matrix ele-

2
ments of H but not of H .

The inequality of Eq. (2.5) reduces, for k -» 0, to the zero energy

resvilt of reference 2. This may be verified by dividing Eq. (2.5)

through by k and letting k - and R - » such that kR + 9 = «, with / 0.

To complete the proof it need only be recognized that since kR is a fixed

number less than rt and since ti - Nn as k - 0, there exists a k , in-
* max

dependent of R (provided R is large enoi:igh so that N negative energy bound

states exist), such that for all k < k we have kR + t] < (N + l)jt,

linplylng that no positive energy states exist in this range.
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B. Potentials vMch are solvable beyond r = R

The analysis of the previous subsection depended not on the fact that

the i>otentlal vanish identically for r > R but rather, more generally,

that the Schroedlnger equation be solvable in that region. The extension

to the solvable potential is straightforward, but rather than demonstrate

this in all of its generality, ve will illustrate the point by a brief out-

line of the procedure in the particularly Important case for which a pirre

Covaomb field exists for r > R; V(r) is arbitrary for r < R. In the pure

Couilomb region, the wave function may be written

u(r) » GgCr) + cot(Tj - e)FQ(r), r > R, (2.6)

where FJt) and G (r) are defined in terms of the regular and irregular
y y

Coiilomb functions, F(r) and G(r), respectively, by the relations

F (r) « cos e F(r) + sin G(r)
y

G (r) = - sin F(r) + cos G(r) .

y

The choice of the normalization of F(r) and of G(r) is such that the asymp-

totic forms of F (r) and G (r) are

F.(r) > sln(kr - 5 tn 2kr + a + 9) , r - ~
y ^

G (t) > co3(kr - I tn 2kr +0^ + 0), r - «

vhere

I
» Z^ZgC^Av , exp(23.a^) = r(l + i|)/r(l - i|).
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The charges, Z,e and Z_e, can each be either positive or negative.

Introducing a trial function, u (r), vhlch, for r > R, is of the form

given by Eq.. (2.6) with t| replaced by i\^, and introducing the difference

function w = u.- u, we again obtain the Kato identity, Eq. (2.2).

With the choice of G and of R such that

tan 9 = -F(r)/g(r),

we have F-(r) = 0, whence w(r) = 0. The problem Is then the now familiar

one of obtaining a (lower) bound on

R

/ v(H - E)wdr,

o

where w(o) = v(r) = 0. Since, in the finite domain, < r < R, the opera-

tor E has a finite number of boxmd states, even though we allow for attrac-

12
tive Coulomb potentials , the bound can be obtained in a manner Identi-

cal to that oised for the cutoff potential.

3. LOWER BOUND ON i\

There is one weakness in the procedxire described in Sec. 2, namely,

one must eissume that the correct number of states with energies less than

E, vhlch we have taken to be M, is precisely the number calculated in the

process of dlagonallzing the Hamlltonlan matrix. In fact, it may be more,

though It cannot be less. If the assumption is Incorrect, that is, if one

or more states have not been accounted for, there is no Justification for

the bound. The question of the correctness of the number of states is a

rather more serious one at positive scattering energies than it was for

the zero energy case, for the number of positive energy states will not
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be known experimentally. It is therefore of some interest that one can

still extract some information which is of a rigorous nature. The results

so obtained concern tj, rather than cot(T -9). We will now describe a

method for obtaining a rigorous upper bound on t^, and we will then show

that this result contains, as a special case, the one previously obtained

by Risberg and by Percival. Further, the new result should always be

\i8ed rather than the old one. (While the discussion could be carried

through for V(r) solvable beyond r = R we will, for simplicity, consider

cutoff potentials in the following.

)

A. Use of the Conditional Inequality

We begin by recalling a theorem due to Wigner concerning the depen-

1^dence of the phase shift on the scattering energy. Wigner showed that

if Y(r) vanishes Identically for r > R, the Identity

R

dii/dk = -R + (l/2k)sin 2(kR + t]) + 2 / u^dr (3.I)

o

obtains, where u(0) = and where

u(r) = Bln(kr + t)) , r i R.

The integral is clearly non-negative. For E ^ 0, which is the concern

of the present paper, it is in fact positive. It follows that for those

values k. for which

5(kj) = kjR + T)(k ) = Jn, (5.2)

where J is an integer, (actually, as is shown below, j must be greater than

N) , we have
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13.

k
>0- (3.3)

We will also have occasion to \ise a slight generalization of this last re-

Btilt, vhlch also follows from Eq. (5.1), namely, that for ^(k) In the range

J« ^ C(k) i (J + i)rt,

the Inequality dC(k)/dk > Is satisfied. A typical graph of ^(k) versus

k Is given In Fig. 1. The relationship ^(O) = Njt which has been iised Is

llf
slniply Levlnson's theorem

Let the energy eigenvalues for the problem In which a particle Is con-

fined to the region r S R, In the presence of the potential V(r), be

arranged In Increasing order. We label the general positive energy term

In the sequence by E (j > N), and write

Ej - •fe^j^/2n . (5.4)

The sequence then Is E,,...E ,...E.,... . The bound states are charac-
1 n' J'

terlzed by the requirement that the function vanish at r = R. Now consider

that function which Is Identical with the J'th bound state solution for

r S R and which Is a solution of the free wave equation for the energy E

for r> R, with contlnuoiis value and slope at r = R. From \inlqueness, this

amst be Identical with the scattering solution, which Is a multiple of

BlnTk r + Tj(k.)3 In the external region. Since this must vanish at r = R,

It follows that k R + Ti(k ) must be a multiple of n.
J J

To prove the equivalence of the two different definitions of k., Eqs.

(5.2) and (5.4), it must still be shown that the multiple of « is in fact

J itself. To see this, we note firstly that by Levlnson's theorem.
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Figure 1

{N> Z)ir

N-fl N+2

A schematic plot of ^(k) a kR + T](k) versus k; ^(k) need be

defined only for non-negative energies. Since there are N negative

energy states, Le-vlnson's theorem gives ^(O) = Nrt. By Wigner's causal

Inequality, d5(k)/dk > for any interval of k vhlch satisfies

Jx ^ C(l^) - (J + 2)jt> where J is an integer, which, from the above dis-

cussion, must be greater than N. By continuity the slope will be posi-

tive for ^(k) less than but sufficiently close to (j + l)jt. The eigen-

values k are defined by C(k.) = Jrt- Once ^(k) has passed through the
u J

value Jjt, which occurs at k = k., it can never retiim to that value.
J

The k. as defined above determine the positive energy eigenstates, E.,
J J

of the particle constrained to the interval to R in the presence of

the potential, V(r), by the relationship E. = "fe ic /2|a.
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5(0) = Tj(0) « Nrt. Further, it follows from Eq.8. (5.2) and (5.5) that once

5(k) has passed through a given multiple of «, it can never return to that

15
value -'. Thus ^(k) starts, at k = 0, at Njt; at the first positive energy

boimd state, vhlch is the state labelled by N + 1, it has the value (N + l)n.

In general, then, we do in fact have that

k R + Ti(k ) = J« , J = N+l,N+2, ...

and that E. = "h k. /3^ represents the J'th bound state. It follows that
J J

if Jjt < 5(k) < (j + l)rt, precisely J bound states of the associated energy

eigenvalue problem exist with energies less than "fe. k. /2\i,

The fact that the k. defined by Eq. (3.2) are identical with the k.
J

defined by Eq. (5.^) can also be proved , with the aid of continuity argu-

ments (the case E = must therefore be excluded in this parti ciilar proof),

by studying the phase shift as the potential strength is built up from zero

to its true strength.

We are now in a position to obtain a rigorous lower bouad on t). Thus,

suppose that M' bound stetes have been found with energies below the energy

E. If M' = M, where M is the true number of such states, then the inequa-

lity satisfied by k cot(Ti - 9), Eq. (2.5), is valid. If, however, M' < M,

the above mentioned inequality, in which M' trial bo'und state functions,

, are employed need not be valid. We may, however, simply assume that

M' = M, which Implies that

M'jt ^ kR + Ti(k) ^ (M' + l)rt.

If the aaeitmption is correct, Eq. (2.5) will provide a lower bound on t],

namely t) , where tj is a known number which is less than (M + l)jt - kR.
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It, on the other hand, the assiomption is Incorrect we have r\ > (M+l)jt-kR.

Therefore the Inequality t] > tu Is correct. Independent of the validity

of the original assumption, and we then have a rigorous lower bound on t].

In summary then, we have, if we have proved the existence of at least

M' eigenstates of our bound state problem with energies less than the scat-

tering energy E, that

n > Tjj^ / (3.5a)

where r\j Is defined by the relations

k cot(TV^ - e) = right hand side of Eq. (2.5), (5.5h)

and

M'k - kR S Ti^ s (M' + l)rt - kR. (5.5c)

The technique of treating Eq. (2.5) as a conditional Inequality which

leads nevertheless to a rigorous lower bound on the phase shift is closely

17
analogoiis to a procedure used earlier in a study of the Kato method.

It should be remeirked that while the lower bound on t\ is rigorous even

vhen one has not accounted for all of the bound states, a situation quite

different from that for the upper boxind on cot(Ti - 0), the lower bovmd on tj

deduced when M j^ M' is a very poor one, being too small by roughly (M - M')jt.

B. Comparison with Risberg Fercival Res\ilt

During the course of the last derivation, we arrived at the result

that 5(k) > Jjt if k >k . This inequality itself clearly provides a lower
J

bound on the phase shift for a scattering energy which lies above the appro-

18
prlate level. With the method of Hylleraas and Undheim upper bounds, E ,
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may be found, yielding a discrete set of scattering energies for vhlch

a lower bound on the phase shift Is determined. This method for getting

a boxond on Tj(k) is essentially that given earlier by Risberg and by

Of)

Perclval . The simileirlty betveen their result and that deduced in the

previous subsection, vhlch grew out of a quite different approach, is

rather striking and it may be of some interest to compare the two. We

first note that their result can be derived using Eq. (2.5) and the con-

cept of the conditional inequality . The question then arises whether

the present technique affords any improvement. While it is perhaps not

appropriate here to present the analysis in detail we might indicate that

an Improvement does exist, and may be traced to the fact that the inequal-

ity, Eq. (2.5), is based on the use of a sharper form of the Hylleraas-

Undhelm theorem. Thios, suppose a set of orthonormal functions, 0. >.^

vhere 1 S 1 S M' +1, haa been found which diagonalizes the (M'+l) x (M'+l)

Hamlltonlan matrix. The functions will, in general, still contain

some free veirlational parameters. According to the Hylleraas-Undheim

theorem we have

^•+1 * / i^M'+l,t = '^M'+l,t
<^^ '

the best result, for a given form of functions , is obtained by choos-

ing the variational parameters to minimize the right hand side of the

inequality. Clearly, a lower value of the bound on E^i .-, can be deter-

mined by dropping the restriction that 0„, ., . be orthogonal to the
M +X, t

remaining M' trial functions. It may be claimed that this lower value

la better only if it is still guaranteed to lie above the exact value.
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Ejj,^^. To see that this guarantee can be made, provided (0 ,H0 )<E^, ,

where 1 ^ k ^ M', ve note that the inequality we have obtained for

w(H - E)wdr may be rewritten as/

/^M'+l,t(2 - ^)^M'+l,t^^ ^ °' ^<^ '+1'

where

Here, for the purpose of the present dlscusstion, w is an arbitrary func-

tion which satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions. While the

(M'+1) X (M'+l) matrix, formed from the operator H - E using functions

0, ., 1 S k § M', and 0„, . .
as defined above, is diagonal, no orthogo-

Kb M +1,

t

nallty restrictions exist for
, , . • We have, therefore, an improved

M +1, t

form of the Hylleraas-Undheim theorem. The improvement carries over to

the scattering problem by virtue of the Wigner inequality, from which we

conclude that an estimate of Jjt for ^(k) will have increased accuracy as

k approaches k from above, at least for k sufficiently close to k such
J J

that 5(k) < (J +i-)rt.

Had the sharpened form of the Hylleraas-Undheim method been used

in the Rlsberg or Percival derivation, the superiority of our method, as

discussed above, would disappear for the scattering energies E. obtained

from the Hylleraas-Undheim method. There is however an Inherent ad.vantage,

which is primarily one of convenience, associated with the present method.

The point is that their results, while rigorous, are reasonably accurate
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only for energies equal to or slightly greater than the energies E.jj.

Thus, for any energy E greater than E. , It follows that E > E. and

hence that ^(k) > ^(k.) = Jjt, that Is, that T)(k) > Jjt - kR; however, while

rigorous, the accuracy of this last estimate diminishes rapidly as the dif-

ference between E and E. increases. In oirder to obtain reasonably accurate
J

phase shifts over a range of energies, it would then be necessary to repeat

the calculation for vario\is values of R. On the other hand, Eq. (5.5a-) Is

explicitly rigorous and variational for a range of energies above E^i.,^ and

one would have to perform the calculation only for one value of R.

h, UPPER BOUND ON ^

The fact that a lower bound on r\ can be obtained using a minimum prin-

ciple, 80 that a well defined procedure exists for improving the calculation,

has the consequence that qtilte accurate estimates of the phase shift should

often be obtainable. Nevertheless, since both boimds on t^ are required to

obtain an absolute measure of the accuracy of the calciilatlon it is of

Interest to examine the question of determining an upper bound. Again we

exploit the connection between the scattering and bound state problems. We

shall describe two methods, both of which involve a determination of a lower

bound on an energy eigenvalue. The practical utility of the resiilts obtain-

ed Is considerably diminished, as compared to the methods described in the

previous sections for obtaining the other bound on t\, since It is far more

difficult, in general, to obtain a lower bound than an upper bound on an

energy eigenvalue.
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A. Use of Wlgner Inequality

To find then an upper bound on t|, first observe that according to the

discussion in Section 5, the inequality

5(k) < (M + l)rt

Is valid for energies E < EL^^ , vhere k is the wave number corresponding to

the scattering energy E. ThTis, if E ^ is a lover boiond on E^^, and if

k„,., _ is the coiTespondlng wave number, we have

The accuracy of this bound will generally increase as the estimate of the

lower bound on E,^^ is improved. Since we are now operating in the region

in which the slope of ^(k) can be negative, this last statement can not be

made more precise; the best that one can say is that the accxu*acy of the

bound will necessarily increase with increasing accuracy for the lower bound

on ^Lr,, if C(k) is sufficiently close to an integral multiple of n.

B. Use of Energy Eigenfunctlon Expansion

We again employ the difference function, w(r), as a trial function in

the energy eigenvalue problem introduced in Sec. 2A. Thus, with w(r) satis-

fying the botmdary conditions

w(0) = w(r) =

we have
R •

v(H - S - c) w dr « 2^ a (E - E - c)

1=1
o
/

vhere the expansion coefficients, a , are defined by
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*1 " (^'^1^'

and where c Is an energy value as yet unspecified. The sum is clearly

larger than

M R

Lln(E^- E - c)^J 2^ \ =" [min(E^- E - c)^J j v^dr.

o

Now let c = 2(Ej^,-E), vhere E^^ is the smallest eigenvalue which lies

above E. Then we may write

Mln(E^- E - c)^ = Min[E^ - \{\^^^ E)]^ = [I^Vl" ^^^ '

the minimum value being achieved for E = E^. , so that

R R

J v^-E - ii\^^- E)]^wdr S [J(Ej^-L-E)]^ J w^dr ,

o

vfalch may he rewritten as

R R

1 w(H - E)^wdr 5 (Ej^-l" E) / w(H - E)wdr .

o o

Using the Hermltlcity of H - E, we obtain the inequality

R R

f v(H - E)vdr ^ (E^^- E)'^ J [(H - E)uJ^dr .

o o

If then we can find a lower bound Ej^^ .. on E^^^, which at the same time

satisfies E < E^^ , we have the sought for Inequality
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J v(H - E)vdr g (E^i^L"
^^'^ / 1^^^ " E)uJ^dr .

o o

While both methods described in this section for obtaining an upper

bound on tj require that one find a lower bound on an energy eigenvalue, the

second method has the advantage that an acciirate upper bound on tj may be ob-

tained if one can choose a sufficiently accurate trial scattering function,

even if a quite crude lover bo^lnd on the energy eigenveilue is employed.

In a similar manner, the other bound on the error Integral may be ob-

tained as

R K

J v(H - E)vdr g (Ej^ - E)"^ J [(H - E)uJ^dr .

o o

Here E^ is a lover boimd on E^ vhlch is in turn the largest energy eigen-

value belov E. This latter result is of little Interest, hovever, since it

Is Inferior to the resiilt obtainable from the inequality of Eq. (2.5). The

proof of this statement is quite similar to a proof given in Sec. 5»

C. Lower Bound on Energy Eigenvalue

We will discuss very briefly the question of determining a lover bound

on E^ . One possibility vould be to \ise a solvable comparison problem. A

more general method vould be to use a technique that involves

0(r,r';R;E) = (l/k)slnkr (cos kr^- cot kE sin kr^),

vhlch represents the Green's function for a particle confined to a spherical
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box of radlTiB R within vhlch there Is no potential, r and r represent

the smnller and the larger, respectively, of the quantities r and r*

.

Thus, let TiyM.-,
J

represent the vave nimiber corresponding to the lowest

value of the energy, to be denoted by EL^ , which satisfies

R

(2nA^)
J

G(r,r;R;Ej^^^^) lv(r)l dr = M.

o

Vl,L« < «' ^^'^^

21
It can be shown that EL^ is in fact a lower bound on EL^ .

If Eq. (^.l) is not satisfied, one can still obtain a lower bound \r,-, j-

on E^
^

(at least in principle) by finding the smallest value E^ which

satisfies

(2txA^) Trace [g(E^^^j^) Iv|]^ =M

We omit further discussion of the possibilities of this technique.

We might note that the fact that the potential exists in a finite range

only considerably enhances the likelihood of being able to obtain a lower

bound on an energy eigenvalue.

5. UPPER BOUND ON COT(ti - 9)

USING POTENTIAL EIGENFUNCTIONS

We now consider an alternate approach to the problem of finding an upper

boimd on k cot(ii— O) for cutoff potentials. Instead of the energy eigenvalue

problem of Sec. 2 we introduce an associated potential strength eigenvalue

problem, with an auxiliary potential p(r) which satisfies p(r) 5 for r ^ R
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and p(r) « for r > R, but which is otherwise arbitrary and which will be

chosen for convenience. We then consider the eq^uation

(H - E)(p = ^p 9

with boundary conditions

flp(O) = , cp(r) = const sln[kr + 6(|i)] for r a r.

The eigenfunctlons qp and their corresponding potential strength eigenvalues,

ji , are defined by the condition

5(li ) = + njt.

The fact that p(r) vanishes for r > R implies the existence of a lowest

eigenvalue. Thus, by comparison with the infinitely repulsive square well

of range R we have

6(h) i - kR for all \i

so that. If

G - (P + l)rt ^ - kR < e - Pjt

then

^*n ^ ^-(P+1) for all n.

Here we have made use of the monotonicity of 6(|^) with respect to ji. (it

may be of Interest to note that in the associated energy eigenvalue prob-

lem, the character of the potentials which one considers are those for which

there exists a lowest energy eigenvalue; the potential had to be cut off to

make the energy eigenvalues everywhere discrete. In the associated poten-

tial strength eigenvalue problem, on the other hand, the potential strength
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eigenvalues are automatically discrete for E / 0, and one had to cut off

the potential In order that there should be a lowest potential strength

eigenvalue .

)

The bound on cot('r] - 9) that vlll be deduced will utilize the Hylleraas-

Undhelm theorem again. This time, however, the theorem Is applied not to the

eigenstates with energy eigenvalues less than the energy E under considera-

tion, but rather to potential strength eigenstates with potential strength

eigenvalues less than the potential strength under consideration, namely,

^ = 0. fit is to be recalled that Ti(k) = 6(0).]] In other words, eigen-

states for which Q is negative are Involved. In this connection It may be
n

noted that for the specific choice

kR + e = (P + l)rt , (5.1)

the relevant number of states with negative eigenvalues n is equal to the

number of states which appear using the energy elgenfunctlon approach. To

see this we recall (see Sec. 5) that

Mrt - kR g 5(0) = Ti(k) S (M + l)jt - kE ,

or

(M - P - 1)« + 9 ^ 6(0) S (M - P)rt + 9 .

The negative eigenvalue, smallest in absolute value, is then Mv,_p_i • Since,

from Eq. (5-1), the lowest eigenvalue is ^_p_j^ ^^-P-l""
" "^ "there are in all

M + 1 negative eigenvalues. However, the elgenfunctlon <P_p_-j_ vanishes for

S r ^ R and is therefore orthogonal, with respect to the weight factor

p(r), to the other eigenfunctions, so that the number of relevant eigenfunc-

tions is M, for arbitrary P(r).
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We now return to the case for vhlch R and 9 are arbitrary, and we

let T denote the exact (unknown) number of negative value eigenvalues

u for this case. (We have Just seen that for the choice of R and of 9n

which satisfies Eq. (5.1), T is equal to M.) Let us now assume that we

have found T' trial functions 9 which satisfy the conditions
II w

<P^t(0) = 0, <PQ^(r) = C^^sin(kr + 9) for r S R,

R

r ^pdr = 6 (5.2)/ "^nt^n

o

S

/<p .(H - E)q) ,dr = n . 6 , n ^ = n ^(T') < 0.
^nt^ '^mt ^nt nm' ^nt nt^ '

The Indices n and m, here and below (except where specifically indicated

otherwise) each run through the T' integers -P to -P + T'- 1. The C .

are independent of r. By the Hylleraas-Undheim theorem, the \j. .(T'),

when put into an ordered sequence, satisfy the inequalities n .(T') ^ \i. ,

where u Is the corresponding member of the ordered sequence of exact
n

eigenvalues. Further, if a (T' + 1) X (T' + l) matrix of (H - E) is formed,

with the first T' functions cp the same sis before, and if the eigenvalues

of this matrix are labelled n (T' + l), then for the first T' values of n,

we have a fT')5u (T' +1). The situation is then similar to that which
nt^ nt^

obtained at zero energy, and at non-zero energies with the introduction of

an associated energy eigenvalue problem. It follows that
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If T' «: T, then we may deduce a bound on / w(H - E)

Inserted into the Kato Identity yields the Inequality

wdr vhlch, when

k cot(i) - 0) S k cot(T^- 0) + Ct^/2u) / u^(H - E)u^dr

-P+T'-l r R

tt=i-P ''nt

-i2

»- o

(5.5)

The trial scattering function, u , and the difference function, w, satisfy

Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). In particular, the logarithmic derivative of w(r)

at r = R is Jvist that assimied by the cp . which allowed us to use w(r) as
n u

a trial eigenfunction in the application of the Hylleraas-Undheim theo-

rem (in its sharpened form).

The bound given by Eq. (5.5) is very much simpler to calculate than

the corresponding bound deduced by Kato. Further, it will lead to a more

accurate bound for the same trial scattering function u. . The proof of

this statement follows from the observation that the q> may be considered

to be the first T' functions of a complete set of functions, which we de-

note by J? > , with - P S n ^ ». We then have

-P+T'-l

its-P ^nt

r R t2

/ 'nt^^ - ^^V^
•- o

-P4-T'-l r

^-IM-T'-l,t n-=-P

a*

^-P+T'-l,t n^-P
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ti
P+T'-l,t ^ p(r)

vhere In the last step we have used the closure property of the set
{•..1

•

If we Identify -p. with the trial value of P to be used in the calcu-

lation of the Kato bound then the superiority of Eq. (5.5) is established,

since in reducing it to the Kato result we have employed inequalities which

decrease the accuracy of the bound. It might be mentioned that the Hylleraas-

Undheim theorem is a general method for obtaining a bound on P; it is how-

ever restricted to cutoff potentials, and it must always be assiomed that the

correct number of negative eigenvalues |i have been obtained.

The weakness of Eq. (5.5) is that we cannot in general be certain that

T' = T. Proceeding as in Sec. 5^ we can once again use the conditional

Inequality technique to obtain a rigorous bound on t]. Thus, assuming that

T' » T, it follows that

T'jt < 6(0) - 6(») < (T' + l)rt,

or that

T'« - kR < Ti(k) < (T' + l)ir - kR.

We have, as a rigorous consequence, that

tj > \' >
(5.1^a)

vhere tu ' is defined by

k cot(TV.' - 9) = rtght hand side of Eq. (5.5) (5.^b)

T'j( - kR < tIl' < (T' + l)rt - kR. (5.^c)
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The point Is, of course, that if T' Is less than T> then the Ineq^uallty of

Eq,. (5.^a) Is a fortiori true.

We now wish to compare the results based on the associated energy

eigenvalue problem and on the associated potential strength eigenvalue

problem. It can be shown. In fact, that the latter result Includes the

former as a special case. To see this we simply choose p(r) = P , for

r S R, where p Is a positive constant with the dimensions of energy, and

choose R and 6 such that kR + 9 is an Integral multiple of n. Since the

inequality, Eq. (5«5)^ is independent of the normalization of the <p the
n^

orthonormality condition given in Eqs. (5.2) may be replaced by

dr = 0, n / m./ *PntV^

Therefore, the form of the inequality for the error integral, and the

conditions satisfied by the functions w(r), u. (r), and the qp (r) (there

is a trivial difference in the normalization of the cp and of the )

are the same as those of Sec. 2.
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